
Pirate Phonics Mosaic
Read the real and nonsense words containing each suffix. Use the key to colour in the squares 
to reveal the hidden picture.

slowly quickly brightly wisely rudely nicely lovely wishly wonderly

sadly shyly coldly brightful loveful sweetful sweetly restly hurtly

softly firstly sadful cleverly strangeful bravely quickful quietly calmly

cleanly gladly kindly dimly pushen finally smoothly deadly lovely

crisply boldly clearly roughly looken normally exactly jokingly uselessly

thickly lightly strangely weakly playen deeply lastly sickly largely

badly carefully thicken lighten weaken brighten deepen rapidly finely

spiteful tighten quieten darken flatten wooden toughen dampen mouthful

thankful hateful wonderful watchful fearful harmful playful painful useful

delightful cheerful truthful colourful helpful restful tearful mindful joyful



Pirate Phonics Mosaic Answers
Read the real and nonsense words containing each suffix. Use the key to colour in the squares 
to reveal the hidden picture.
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Pirate Phonics Mosaic
Read the real and nonsense words containing each suffix. Use the key to colour in the squares 
to reveal the hidden picture.

payment statement sickness helpfulness illness quietness calmness agreement amusement

treatment sadness sadment coldment boldness helpment cheerment goodness excitement

assessment fatness illment carement wetness forgetment colourment shyness enjoyment

attachment rudeness brightness likeness witness kindness fitness investment movement

placement government madness dryness meanness badness lowness shipment assessment

department entertainment weakness judgement highness improvement wellness treatment punishment

assortment fairness allotment ailment enrolment management amazement dampness ailment

muchness deepness hardness investment useness settlement stillness steepness crispness

basement pavement clearness fearness hateness cheerness sharpness replacement equipment

engagement coldness cheapness retirement painness amendment bitterness unfairness requirement
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Read the real and nonsense words containing each suffix. Use the key to colour in the squares 
to reveal the hidden picture.

parks stops barks biging bunches illing nights stickeres talles

parents breaks smalling kinding crashes darking talling windowes smalles

treats gooding freshing highing mixes gives boats doors drinks

talks mends chairs louding fizzes marks writes dogs steps

matches crosses classes watches wishes fixes passes quizzes relaxes

helps chooses kisses stitches buzzes dishes dresses circuses frogs

draining glowing munches fusses sending buses brushes walking sleeping

playing biting jumping sinking going flying turning fishing crying

mending putting lending walking painting working writing crossing fussing

dropping waving finding falling barking crashing running stopping skipping

Royal Blue: 
Real words 
with -ing

Light Blue: 
Real words 

with -s

Yellow:
Nonsense 

words with -es

White:
Nonsense words 

with -ing

Brown:
Real words 
with -es
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to reveal the hidden picture.

helped looked knocked melted jumped needed mixed planted played

olded higher shorter rougher poured lower narrower lighter weaked

colder pulled pushed rained faster brighter shouted newer easier

quieter talked waited targeted darker snowed cheaper stayed closer

greater called listed washed painer longer louder taller smaller

visited fullest darkest older thanker slower oldest weakest stranger

thicker smartest softest brighted younged darked lightest brightest smoother

thinner warmer opened harder straighter softer yelled nearer whiter

pushest bigger fuller reported posted watched blacker hotter fearest

stressest painest sadder tighter stronger yellower better callest yellest
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